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Candlelight Vigil: Students participating in Take Back the Night encourage awareness of sexual assault and honor victims.

Students spread awareness, empowerment
By GRACE HEERMAN
Sexual assault awareness became a priority at Puget Sound between March 29 and April 2, with
the University’s annual Take Back
the Night (TBTN) events. TBTN
aims to spread awareness about
sexual assault, honor those affected and stop the silence surrounding the issue.
“I think it is important to realize that [sexual assault] not only

happens on our campus, but is
happening all around the world,”
Sexuality Issues, Relationships
and Gender Education (SIRGE)
coordinator and TBTN planner
Erin Ward said. “I think if we can
promote awareness and conversation around this issue on campus,
when we leave UPS we will take
that knowledge and spread it.”
According to a 2000 study by
the U.S. Department of Justice,
sexual assault remains the most

drastically under reported crime
in America. It has become known
as the “silent epidemic,” with 95
percent of attacks going unreported to authorities and 42 percent of
victims telling no one at all.
The same study estimated that
one in four women will be raped
or experience attempted rape during her college career. Statistics
like these inspire Ward to fight for
change.
“The way this type of violence

tears down its numerous victims,
while being ignored by many,
gives me a sense of urgency for a
change in our culture,” she said. “I
can’t ignore it and I can’t let anyone else ignore it either.”
On Tuesday, March 30 a senior thesis presentation by Puget
Sound student Sam Howarth, titled “Representing Rape” kicked
off the week’s events The project
see TBTN page 2

Puget Sound male professors comment on
career challenges in balancing work, home
By MILES KING
Male professors at Puget
Sound shared their personal
experiences on the seldom-addressed issue of balancing professional teaching careers with
family life at home.
A recent article in The Chronicle of Higher Education noted
that while much research has
been conducted regarding female teachers and their ability
to balance work commitments
and personal life, the equivalent
research on male professors has
been almost nonexistent, until
recently.
The article referenced the research-based book “Helping
Faculty Find Work-Life Balance:
The Path Toward Life-Friendly
Institutions,” by Maike Philipsen and Timothy Bostic, which
shed some light on the world of
male professors.
The Chronicle of Higher Education quoted Bostic saying that
“looking at policies, one can’t
help but conclude that for many
institutions, there is still a belief
that these are ‘women’s issues.’
Our Research challenges this
thinking.”

Bostic and Philipsen noted that of the 41 male faculty
they interviewed, the majority
appeared to struggle with balancing professional and family
time nearly as much as their fellow female professors did.
However, the authors also noted that men do have the biological advantage of waiting until
they have tenure to start a family, should they want to do that.
The reproductive time frame of
women, on the other hand, often
does not give them the luxury of
starting a family later in life.
Bostic is quoted saying that
“junior male faculty, especially, are becoming more vocal in
their demands for policies that
support them in all their roles.”
With more research showing
that male professors are subjected to similar balancing acts
as their female colleagues, more
attention is being paid to job
stress, benefits and opportunities for professional advancement.
Several Puget Sound professors shared their experiences
teaching at the University while
raising a family at home and
commented on how they find a

“Finding the balance is a
persistent challenge.”
—David Moore

sense of balance in their lives.
Visiting Assistant Professor
of English, Erik Ellis, said that
while balancing his life as a professor is difficult at times, he is
fortunate to be able to still spend
time with his young daughter
and help her with her piano and
reading.
“Sometimes it’s hard, but I
can’t complain,” Ellis said of his
current situation. “I’m lucky that
my wife can spend more time
watching our young daughter.”
Head of the Business Department Dr. Jeff Matthews is also
able to spend quality time with
his daughter, a fact he attributes
to the f lexibility of being a professor.
Matthews left a successful
banking career to become a professor in hopes of finding a more
accommodating schedule.
“I don’t work any less now.
In fact, I probably work more
hours. But my work schedule

is more easily adjusted,” Matthews said. “This f lexibility has
allowed me to have better worklife balance.”
Despite his success in finding
the time to balance the demands
of parenting and being a professor, Matthews noted that tenure
can often be a critical issue in
defining one’s career as an educator.
“In general, working at Puget
Sound is very conducive to
healthy work-life balance, but
certainly there is added stress
and pressure for junior professors, both men and women, who
are working diligently to earn
tenure,” Matthews said.
Psychology Professor David
Moore’s situation complicates
the issue of balance, offering the
unique perspective of a professor who is also married to another faculty member at Puget
Sound.
“Finding the balance is a persistent challenge,” Moore said.
With two children under the
age of five, Moore is familiar
with the demands of raising a
family and balancing a professee PROFESSORS page 2

New head football coach Jeff
Thomas and the athletic department finished their nationwide search for the new football
coaching staff this week.
Thomas, who came to Puget
Sound from the University of
Redlands, was hired in late January.
Of the eight positions that
were filled, three were members
of the previous coaching staff.
Thomas brought with him offensive line coach Mark Beller,
who coached with Thomas at
Redlands.
“Puget Sound is very fortunate to have an individual who
brings a dynamic level of enthusiasm and confidence to Logger Football,” Athletic Director
Amy Hackett said on the athletics website.
“Coach Thomas has a clear
competitive vision for our program and will enhance the overall educational experience for
our student-athletes.”
Although the hiring process
looked at some candidates with
backgrounds in larger DivisionI athletics, the vast majority of
the new coaching staff comes
from Division-III schools similar to Puget Sound.
“I have a very strong commitment to hiring coaches that have
a clear vision of [Division-III]
student athletics,” Thomas said.
Redlands, which is also Thomas’ alma mater, is a private university in southern California
with approximately the same enrollment as Puget Sound.
“Both schools have been very
academically oriented. My background has me well prepared for
this challenge,” Thomas said.
Academic excellence is one
reason Thomas wanted to come
to Puget Sound.
“The reason I looked here is
three things. First, our amazing
academic experience allows us
to recruit the best and brightest
from around the nation. Second,
we can win here, as evidenced by
our successes in Men’s and Women’s athletics,” Thomas said.
“There are also many opportunities for community service,
which I am a strong believer in.
see THOMAS page 2
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Safe Streets launches new initiative

Professors

continued FROM page 1

Communities That Care hopes to further reduce violence
By MARIE KYLE
The Safe Streets Campaign,
which is a non-profit organization that originated in 1989 with
the purpose of preventing crime
in Pierce County neighborhoods,
has launched a new initiative to
further reduce violence.
The new program, called Communities That Care (CTC), relies
on national data to match a community’s specific problems and
risks with programs that have
proven effective in other areas.
The initiative’s emphasis on increasing cooperation between
various projects across the nation
sets it apart from other more locally based crime prevention programs.

“Community risk factors include low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization, transitions and mobility,
community laws and norms favorable toward drug use and crime,
and availability of drugs,” Michelle Galaz, the Strategic Planning and Performance Manager
for Safe Streets, said.
The program, which was developed more than 30 years ago by
Dr. J. David Hawkins and Richard F. Catalano at the University
of Washington, received a $10,000
grant from the Greater Tacoma
Community Foundation to help
achieve its purpose.
“Doctors Hawkins and Catalano brought a public health ap-

proach to developing programs
that reduce crime prevention and
substance abuse especially in the
youth in the community,” Galaz
said.
In order to test the effectiveness
of the CTC system within Pierce
County neighborhoods, Safe
Streets has selected four test communities in which to first implement the program, two of which
are in Tacoma.
“CTC is a national model that
teaches a community to use data
and collaboration to improve protective factors and reduce risk factors in the community through
the implementation of a community-wide youth development and
prevention effort,” Galaz said.

TBTN

Thomas

continued FROM page 1

It allows us to give back to the
community that supports us
and it allows players to develop
a work ethic together in a nonfootball environment.”
The team plans to volunteer
on April 17 cleaning up 6th Ave.
Redlands won the Bill Jostens
Division-III Community Service Award twice in the seven
years that Thomas spent there.
Thomas is optimistic about
the upcoming season, citing a
strong core of defensive backs as
one of the team’s strengths.

The mission statement of Safe
Streets is to “empower individuals, youth, family, neighbors, and
organizations to create safe neighborhoods,” as stated on their official website.
“I’m glad to see that organizations have finally taken the initiative to collaborate with one another,” Lizzy Mosher, a senior at
Puget Sound, said.
“Considering the vast amount
of research put into this project,
the statistics and emotional recognition of what is needed within
the communities seems to be wellfounded,” Mosher said. “I think
that this project will be a great
start to creating safer neighborhoods.”

Securit y Report

continued FROM page 1

explored artwork created to promote rape awareness.
Wednesday focused on the role
of misogyny in today’s society with
a lecture on masculinity aimed at
engaging men in the fight against
sexual violence.
The documentary “Generation
M: Misogyny in Media & Culture”
(2008), which illustrates the way
hateful attitudes toward women
are constructed and perpetuated
in American culture, was also presented in the Wheelock Rotunda.
Unfortunately, the much-anticipated keynote speaker presentation by feminist author and blogger Jessica Valenti, scheduled for
Thursday, April 1, was canceled
due to health concerns. TBTN coordinators were able to bring a local women’s rights activist to speak
in her place.
Following the speaker was
TBTN’s annual march and candlelight vigil, which gave members of
the campus community the chance
to show their support for victims
of sexual assault and rape.
Friday marked the end of the
annual event with a self defense
course open to students and a panel discussion by the Tacoma Police
Department, Puget Sound staff,
martial artist Sherry McGregor,
and the Sexual Assault Center of

sional career can be.
“It constantly feels like I am
juggling multiple roles and responsibilities,” he said. Moore
noted that having a career as a
professor comes with a great
deal of unique challenges.
“This is the type of job that
can take as much time as you allow it, and there is always something to be done,” Moore said.
On the positive side, Moore
also appreciates the f lexibility
of his position and the support
of the Puget Sound administration, specifically within the Psychology department.
Moore noted that the University was certainly “very supportive of efforts to balance work
and family.”

The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security Services between March 30 and April 5, 2010:
• Security staff responded to a complaint about suspected mari-

juana use in Todd/Phibbs. Several students were confronted and
questioned.

• A student reported her wallet was stolen from her room in
Schiff Hall. She said the room was left unlocked and several visitors had come and gone over a two day period.
Crime Prevention Tips:
• Using “U-Bolt” style lock and securing your bicycle through the
frame is highly recommended.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ABBY Kaufman

Awareness: TBTN has been a tradition in the U.S. for 30 years.

Pierce County, titled “Looking Below the Surface of Self Defense.”
“My hope for the week was to
have a good turnout from students and to hopefully get people
fired up or at least turn their head
about this issue,” Ward said. “I
wanted to make the campus community at least ponder the issue
to change some perspectives and
force thought and openness about
sexual assault.”
Some Puget Sound students acknowledge sexuality-related issues

“I want to make sure I’m
an active participant in our
school’s success.”
—Jeff Thomas

“We have a great returning
team — one that our school
should be proud of. We will
be competitive immediately,”
Thomas said.
“Our biggest weakness is
probably lack of linemen depth,
but that’s a problem almost everywhere,” Thomas said.
Thomas’ transition into the
Puget Sound community appears to be going smoothly.

year-round through groups such
as the Vagina Anti-Violence Alliance (VAVA), Sexual Assault Free
Environment (SAFE) Men, and Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies
for Diversity (B-GLAD).
Representatives from these
groups meet with faculty from
the Gender Studies department,
the Center for Health and Wellness, and the student government
to discuss sexual assault, relationships, sexuality, gender and health
twice each semester.

“Our athletic administration
is the model of how Division-III
administration should be. Their
focus is always on how things
affect the student experience,
which is the way it should be,”
Thomas said.
“We also have a competitive
President who wants to be the
best in everything we do here.”
Aside from his duties as head
coach, Thomas also instructs
activity courses on weight
training.
“It allows me to connect to the
campus community. I love it; I
want to make sure I’m an active
participant in our school’s success,” Thomas said.

The Puget Sound Trail

• Utilize the campus safety escort program when traveling on and
off campus after-hours. The service is available by calling Security Services at 253.879.3311.
• Always report suspicious activity immediately to Security Services.
• If you have a vehicle on campus for the first time this semester, remember to register it with Security Services. All vehicles
parked on campus must be registered with the University.
• Always secure your room or office space while you are away.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services

ACCESS PROGRAMS
2010 SUMMER ACADEMIC CHALLENGE
5 WEEKS OF DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY

EARN
$2100
Teaching Assistants are needed for our summer math and science
enrichment program for local middle and high school students
traditionally underrepresented in higher education.
Teaching Assistants work June 21 - July 23, 2010
from 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
with a mandatory orientation meeting during spring term.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 2010
Interviews WEDNESDAY APRIL 28 – FRIDAY, APRIL 30.
To apply or for more information
contact Access Programs
at 879-2827 or achallenge@ups.edu
or stop by our office, Howarth 215.
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Non-varsity athletics land short of student needs
By zane muller
The mission statement of the
Puget Sound athletics department,
as stated on its website, is to provide “quality programs and athletic experiences which assist in
complementing and fulfilling the
University’s educational objectives
of academic excellence,” and to do
so “by offering opportunities for
participation and providing support for students without regard to
gender, race, national and/or ethnic origin, religion, sexual orientation, or disability.”
The department is successful
in many aspects of this mission.
Puget Sound offers 23 varsity programs and a handful of club teams,
and tends to dominate the Northwest Conference in sports such as
crew, basketball and soccer. The
department does very well for the
nearly 20 percent of students who
play on a team. The issue is that
it seems to do so without regard
for the rest of the student body,
in a way that does not benefit the
school as a whole.
Opponents of this argument will
point to the intramural programs.
It is true that there are four different seasonal sessions, with a variety of women’s, men’s and coed
sports. But the intramural program
is run in such a way as to suggest
that it’s an afterthought or obligation for coaches who would rather
focus on “real” sports. The schedules are haphazard and change frequently, and I’ve seen this result in
one team showing up and the other being unaware of the game on a

ASUPS Photo Services/Chris Putnam

Varsity Sports: Has the athletics department missed the true target of universal student involvement?
number of occasions.
There are not many games to
begin with; for example, in this
past session of men’s five-on-five
basketball, a mere five games were
scheduled for each team. That’s
about as many practices as the varsity team has in a week. Athletes
do deserve some preference in the
use of athletic facilities. They are
willing to sacrifice the time and
effort required to play a varsity
sport, and they deserve first dibs.

But the rest of us pay tuition too,
and deserve some rights.
This inequity would not be such
a big deal if it were easy for students to organize sports ourselves.
But there isn’t enough court space
when you have the Repertory
Dance Group, Luau rehearsals and
basketball players all vying for the
same limited gym time after varsity teams have finished. The athletic department policy is to reserve
gym time for athletes outside of

should ‘negro’ be on the census?

ASUPS Photo Services/spencer wadnizak

Race: The United States Census groups racial terms, some offensive, in one check box category.

American census utilizes outdated
19th century racial terminology
By Michael Aiyar
The most important question on
this year’s census may be one of
the most overlooked. Innocuously
named “question number nine,” it
is one of the most basic questions
available on the form.
It asks the participant about his
or her ethnic background, shows
several boxes with different ethnic
groups and includes a blank space
to write an ethnicity not provided.
However, there’s one big problem:
in the 2010 Census, the word Negro is still included as a one of the
choices for racial categories.

The largest problem with keeping the word Negro on the census is that it harkens back to a time
and place when racial science, or
the pseudo-science of classifying
races as different types of human
species, was accepted as fact-based
and true.
As late as the 1960s, some eugenicists asserted that humans could
be grouped into different types of
species based on race. Negro was
one of those races, and “negroid”
was the name for one of the “subspecies” of humans that eugenicists
such as Madison Grant claimed to
exist. Racial science was, and is,

bogus, of course, but the hate and
racism that drove it was not. Using
a word like Negro is a direct connection to that time and place, and
carries with it the previous usage
in racial science.
Similarly, “Negro” has connections to segregation and slavery that cannot be ignored either.
When bathrooms were designated
by race, “Negro” was used many
times in conjunction with, or instead of, “colored.” Slaves that were
sold in the United States were also
called “Negroes.” Why should a
word persist that was used to describe a commodified dehuman-

practice — legitimate for serious
athletes who want to put in extra
work. There is a schedule of facilities usage, but it can only be accessed by contacting the facilities
director for the password. There
are legitimate security reasons for
this, but it becomes yet another
hoop to jump through.
The facilities themselves leave
much to be desired. The training room is generally packed and
seems to cater to athletes at the exized group of people?
The United States today is more
diverse than ever before, and for
the first time since the country’s
founding a person of color serves
as president. That kind of progress is remarkable, and reversing it
would be doing a disservice to the
thousands of people who worked
tirelessly to make this country
more equal.
Using the word Negro on the
census only serves to keep antiquated racial stereotypes alive and
perpetuate the already deep racial divide in this country. It is the
equivalent of using any other racial
slur to identify a minority population in this country, and slurs
should not be used by a government office.
The Census Bureau argues that
some folks have decided to “take
back” the word as a form of empowerment, and they cite the statistic that last time the census was
taken, more than 50,000 people
wrote in Negro as their racial identity.
Perhaps that response worked for
them. But the government needs to
allow citizens to make that choice
for themselves and not have the
word be one of the options. Just because a few people have decided to
take back the word does not mean
that everyone has, nor does it mean
that it should be used at all.
If the term Negro can still be on
the census, what implication does
that have for its use in other areas
of government? Should the word
be included on housing forms?
On college applications? Using
the term Negro sets racial equality back 50 years, and sends us on a
route of backwards progress.
Negro, just like any other racially insensitive, culturally abhorrent,
pseudo-scientific term should not
be part of government lingo under
any circumstances. If some people
choose to write in the word in place
of the other options, then let them
do that, but let it be their choice —
not that of the government.

pense of other students. For one, it
is just too small for the numerous
students who want to work out it is frustrating to stand in line for
a treadmill or exercise bike when
you’re just looking for a bit of cardio. Scheduled team workouts often occupy the entire room in the
after-class hours which are some
students’ only opportunity to be
active. Between the constantly-blaring radio hip hop and the
sweaty backprints that people consistently leave on the machines, it’s
just not a pleasant or particularly
welcoming environment. And I’m
pretty sure that I’m part of a majority who is turned off by the perpetual sleeveless bro-sesh taking
place by the free weights.
Warner Gym is embarrassingly shoddy. The floor has not been
resurfaced since at least the autumn before last, and it isn’t even
cleaned regularly. It’s slippery and
inconsistent and probably dangerous enough to present legitimate
injury liability.
These are serious shortcomings
for a school that wishes to market itself as a top-tier undergraduate college. Historically, Puget
Sound’s athletics have been one
of the school’s strengths. In the
days when “UPS” in most peoples’ minds stood for “University of Parties and Sex,” a dominant
football team was one of the few
things that alumni could point to
with pride.
At least, that is supposedly the
see ATHLETICS page 4

Health
care bill
overdue
By Noah Kaplan
On Tuesday, March 24, President Obama signed the Patient
Protection & Affordable Care
Act into law, completing the
most extreme sweeping shift in
health care to date.
And it’s about time.
But passing the bill is not all
good news. Judging from the
analyses at CBS, FOX News,
Business Week, and various
Seattle papers, no one really
knows what the real effects of
the bill will be.
We know a little bit about the
economics of the $940 billion
bill. It promises to expand coverage to 32 million uninsured
Americans while reducing the
federal deficit by $143 billion in
the first ten years, according to
the Congressional Budget Office. In the following ten years,
the bill predicts cutting $1.2
trillion.
The plan attempts to achieve
these goals through tax increases for insurance companies and families making more
than $250,000 a year, and other
groupings of tax payers including indoor tanning services.
While some of the bill’s text
is accessible to everyday citizens like you and me, much of
it is not. The nearly 2,000 page
treatise is packed with theories
to make health care affordable
and suppositions about how
to make insurance companies
more accountable through regulation.
see HEALTH CARE page 4
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i s i n t e r n a t i o n a l v o l u n t e e r i sm i r r e sp o n s i b l e ?

Many NGOs serve All parties benefit
backward goals
from volunteerism
By Lizzie Lombardi
Just as colonists exported their
forms of government and churches
supplied a specific brands of faith, the
global south is being pumped with
development initiatives that foreign
organizations have deemed desirable.
Arrogance and exploitation ensues
as wealthy whites flood development
sectors without respecting the voices
of the people they hope to help. As
tricky and unpopular as it is to address this conundrum, the number of
future humanitarians in our student
body make consideration of this issue vital.
The productivity of international volunteerism is not the question I
wish to address, nor do I doubt the intentions of those who work with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
I am bothered, instead, by the unlimited supply of volunteers in places
where they may not be needed.
To allay potential misconceptions,
NGOs and volunteers are necessary
tools in alleviating poverty and human suffering, but they are not flawless. The history of international aid
and volunteerism is tarnished by intercultural mistakes and misinterpretations that contribute to biased power structures today.
Take, for example, the case of Experiential Learning International (ELI),
an international non-profit organization that sends volunteers to developing countries. What is not advertised is how projects are selected. In
the Ugandan chapter, the director of
ELI spent three days in Iganga Town
but failed to seek input from the community. The result was that many
well-meaning young men and women were sent to find work in a corrupt
orphanage that was embezzling funds
and exploiting the health and well-being of children for profit. By sending
volunteers and creating the façade of
aid-work, ELI enabled the orphanage
to continue its sordid business.
I was one of those volunteers who
blindly trusted ELI and subsequently
found myself in a situation that placed
me as both perpetrator and victim of
the backwards succession of supplycreates-demand development.
How can it be, you ask, that compassionate and intelligent people,
who only want to learn and teach become perpetrators of biases comparable to European colonialism? What
is wrong with acting upon the desire
to enrich oneself by helping others
worldwide?
The most basic answer to these
questions is that the act of supplying
an unexpressed demand ignores the

HEALTH CARE
continued FROM page 3

Much of this confusion comes
from the history of the bill. It has
passed through many forms, the
most controversial being over the
so-called “public option.” People
were up in arms about the possibility of the government acting as
a potential insurance agency itself,
often without realizing that Medicare operated in just that way.
Even though the public option
has vanished from the text of the
bill, its legacy remains in the public
psyche. The apathy toward the issue of health care when it threatens
people’s wallets is disturbing. Even

complexity of poverty. Without tailoring aid to local conditions, volunteerism is more likely to result in perplexing intercultural exchanges than
in the alleviation of destitution.
To be fair, it is impossible to lump
all NGOs together. Furthermore,
there are many programs that function in response to local need. But it is
difficult to find these organizations.
This is where the students who are

By Noah Kaplan
Our worlds are small. So small
in fact that it’s hard to even grasp
just how tiny our bubble of existence is.
Experiencing perspectives and
opinions unlike our own teach us
about our own morals, ethics and
ourselves. The value of international volunteerism is exponential-

PHOTO COURTESY/DILMUN HILL

Good Deeds?: Can one cause harm by volunteering abroad?
itching to volunteer abroad come into
this issue. The opportunity to live and
work in new cultures can enrich individuals and communities alike. But
not every group with non-profit status deserves your trust. Be skeptical
of international development organizations until they have proven their
dedication to working for, not just in,
a community.
It may sound patronizing for me to
be offering advice, and I apologize for
my hubris in doing so. But my own
complacency in creating imperialistic, foreign-conceived development
has left me guilty and regretful for
pursuing my own perception of aidwork rather than patiently listening
to see if there was a niche I could fill
at all.
I hope after reading this you will
critically assess the validity of nongovernmental organizations and the
volunteer work they suggest. It would
be a terrible shame for that positive
energy to be squandered on backwards projects that create problems
by attempting to fix them.
now, it is not the wellbeing of our
fellow citizens that gets us riled up
— it is how we will pay for it.
There is something wrong when
the citizens of one of the most powerful countries in the world cannot
benefit from the most basic privileges of living a healthy life. For
every person who dies of a terrorist attack globally, 58 people in the
U.S. die because they lack access to
proper health care. Even now, with
a bill that promises to reduce the
federal deficit, the opposition continues to complain about the cost.
I have faith in this bill, but faith
may be beside the point. What
gives me the most hope is that
there are enough people willing to
try something, anything, to help

ly beneficial for both the volunteer
and the surface benefactor because
it allows these interactions.
I feel that everyone should participate in this beautiful transaction. As someone who has done
a fair share of this kind of volunteering, I have yet to experience an
exchange that does not profoundly change those involved. Be it on
a personal level or fiscal, the effect
tends to be a deeper understanding of our fellow man and in turn,
a deeper understanding of ourselves.
There are few things that are
harder to do, and as rewarding as
bridging the cultural gap, realizing that the differences of people
around the world have, are to be
cherished as gems of the human
condition. Similarities reinforce
the camaraderie that should be felt
between all people. Some things
are just fundamentally human and
seeing this first hand makes hating
the unfamiliar a chore, and being
educated of the unfamiliar a pleathose who cannot help themselves.
It may be that for this bill to work,
we will have to reevaluate what is
important. Perhaps the upper class
will have to live in slightly smaller
houses, or give up yachts. But for
all the good that may come from
granting millions of Americans access to health care, it will be worth
it.
It is a gamble. No one knows exactly how this plan will progress or
how it will affect our lives, but with
endorsements from the American Medical Association and the
American Association of Retired
Persons, my spirits are high.
While we may not know everything that will come of the bill, we
do know that insurance companies

sure.
Our search for self-awareness
and consciousness is a staple of
human psychology and occurs
through the study of our surroundings and of others. The basic tools of human emotion are
obtained early in life by growth in
the brain provoked by the stimulus
presented by our parents and caretakers. As we get older, this growth
becomes more difficult and more
complicated but no less valuable.
The fairest of exchanges is the exchange of company because this
priceless information benefits all
parties involved and is unavoidable. It is not selfish nor self-righteous to go into a volunteer setting
with this in mind. A healthy mind
is an aware and reasoning one;. I
cannot think of a more important
asset to a functional society.
As for the contention that these
programs inhibit the economies of
underprivileged countries, I just
haven’t seen it. I believe there are
programs out there that may be
harmful, only because I cannot
rule that out with the vast number of opportunities for volunteers, but most programs are helpful. Either for lack of manpower, or
lack of supplies, without the help
of international volunteers, these
necessary projects would simply
not happen. What I have seen is
that most volunteers are acting as
a means to meet an end such as
building a house for a family living in a shack, or helping with social programs like teaching English
lessons or working at orphanages.
These types of volunteering help
boost the economy in a very necessary way.
Building a sustainable home for
a family allows the money made by
the family to go back into the economy, relieving the stress of maintaining a broken home. Teaching
English lessons gives children the
means to enter a competitive market with tools to expand the spectrum of jobs open to them. These
are just two examples of many areas where assistance by international volunteers adds to the economy and offers an opportunity for
both parties to broaden their spectrum of the human experience.
Becoming an international volunteer is a priceless opportunity
to better one’s life while bettering
the lives of others. It is a selfish and
selfless act — one that will inevitably help and change your life and
the lives of all you touch.

will no longer be able to drop us.
We know that young people can
now continue coverage under their
parents’ names until their midtwenties and that preexisting conditions can no longer be cause for
dismissal.
Fundamentally, it is okay for
us to not know what will happen
with the bill in ten years. It works
in stages, with some aspects implemented right away, some in six
months, some in a year, some in
five, some in 20. It is our duty to
watch and monitor how this affects
our lives. Life is a constant system
of trial and error, and this issue
is no different. Something drastic needed to happen, and it finally did.

athletics

continued FROM page 3

wider benefit of college athletics — to create a sense of community within the student body
by encouraging school spirit
and providing a venue for us
to collectively support our fellow students, and to represent
the University in doing so. But
when was the last time Baker
Stadium was more than halffilled for a football game? Athletic attendance seems to be a
direct function of how many
people get Facebook invitations for the next “white out”
or whatever. Puget Sound athletics just don’t seem important
to students who are not directly
involved.
To be fair, the basketball team
draws crowds fairly well. But
at games in the past I’ve been
personally embarrassed to find
myself part of a drunk, rowdy
horde that represents the University by chanting close-range
personal insults at opposing
players — insults that usually have more to do with how
the players look than how they
play. It is so consistently ugly
that before games, some poor
soul feels the need to distribute
placards in the student section
encouraging “Logger sportsmanship.”
The academic standards and
reputation of Puget Sound have
trended upward in the last few
decades through a combination
of upgrading facilities, hiring
quality professors and generally improving the undergraduate experience. Part of that experience is offering all students
the opportunity to engage in
exercise and recreation without
having to devote their lives to a
varsity sport.
Athletics programs are not
cheap to run, and coaches naturally have more incentive to
win than anything else, as it secures their jobs. But it’s not as
if Puget Sound has a Division-I
program, with top-tier, nationally visible teams drawing fans
and applicants and providing
major revenue to the school.
Sure, the players care about
winning, and athletic success
aids athletic recruitment. But
the school would do better to
fulfill its “objective of academic excellence” by diverting resources to recruiting top-tier
physics students over top-tier
wide receivers. It forces one to
question whether such a large
investment with such limited
returns is really in the best interests of the school.
That is not to say that athletes are less diligent students.
On the contrary, involvement
in any sort of campus activity
is an indicator of academic ambition. But the school administration seems to give undue priority to athletes at the expense
of the rest of the student body,
and this is another area where
Puget Sound ought to improve
upon past practices.

What Do You Think?
If you have a strong reaction
to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu
and share your voice with
us. We will select responses
each week to publish in the
next issue.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the Trail editorial staff.
Letters to the editor should be concise and timely, and should respond to an issue addressed by an article in The Trail. Letters to the editor will be printed as space allows and The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters
submitted for publication. Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words and will not be edited for grammar or spelling. All letters should be addressed to the editor, must be signed and must have an e-mail address or
phone number. Letters for publication the following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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G r i zz L i st
Submit your posts to:
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu.
Your post should include a brief description, a category
(Sale, Service or Event) and a campus e-mail address.
We will run your ads for two weeks, but feel free to post
them again.

Sales:
• Subletter needed this summer! 21st and Lawrence!
$400 a month!
E-mail: tvollmer@pugetsound.edu
Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions.
This section is designated as an
anonymous public forum for
student voices.
Hey Yous do not reflect opinions
held by the Trail, ASUPS, or the
University.
We will not publish names of
individuals.
Questionable entries will be
subject to the guidelines of the
Student Integrity Code.

“HEY YOU,” tall, skinny, freshman in UT, THERE CAN ONLY
BE ONE!!! Signed, the original,
(slightly) taller, (possibly) skinnier UT boy.
“HEY YOU,” Hey you, come
to Relay for Life April 9th-10th
from 6:00pm-10:00am and help
us fight the battle against cancer!
Free food, prizes, raffles, performance by Hey Marseilles and
much much more! Go to www.
relayforlifeofups.org for more
information.
“HEY YOU,” mysterious lady
who left that note under my
laptop in the cafe.. you made my
day. Come talk to me sometime I think you’re beautiful too.
“HEY YOU,” TD&H bballer,
ask out that cute pi phi already!!!!
“HEY YOU,” scary cat-opossum-looking creature lurking
around the OT/PT building, what
are you and what vat of nuclear
waste did you crawl out of?
“HEY YOU,” guy I almost ninja
kicked on your way to the Cellar,
sorry if I scarred you for life!
“HEY YOU,” icy hot, at least we
know your not sore anymore but
if you wanna smooth things over
we’d accept a rub down.
“HEY YOU,” Turkey Baster,
thanks for making me laugh and
speaking theatre nerd to me.
“HEY YOU,” try and make it to
the bathroom next time and don’t
pee on the floor of your room!
“HEY YOU,” you forgot to
finish your “Hey You” so I took
the liberty of doing so. You’re
welcome.
“HEY YOU,” blue-eyed girl,
you got in my pants but it was
platonic. I’d like to get to know
you better.
“HEY YOU,” you look beautiful
when you smile. Do it more.
“HEY YOU,” if my dog pissed
on my purse, I’d lock it outside for
a week.
“HEY YOU,” (two), I have a
boyfriend. Stop hitting on me.
“HEY YOU,” blonde equestrian

girl, you can ride me any day.
“HEY YOU,” Cellar, learn some
better customer service skills.
That must’ve been the bitchiest
phone conversation I’ve ever had
on a Sunday night at 11:40.
“HEY YOU,” you’re so beautiful
and cute, like seahorses. Especially in those new clothes.
“HEY YOU,” Sigma Chi, could
you be any creepier?
“HEY YOU,” I think you’re
lovely, and not just because of the
baby blues or your gorgeous tenor
voice.
“HEY YOU,” club president, a
word of advice: foreplanning is
like foreplay. It’s not necessary
every time, but it usually makes
things go a lot smoother.
“HEY YOU,” person who wrote
the “Hey You” to tall, skinny UT
guy 2 I hope you’re a dude and a
cute one.
“HEY YOU,” chick with the
vicious swaga, you make my life,
thanks for bein there!

“HEY YOU,” I like the haircut.
It’s a slam dunk.
“HEY YOU,” Samas, you’re
going down. Yours truly, Captain
Falcon.
“HEY YOU,” Hawaiian w/ white
skin, “Like poke?”
“HEY YOU,” surname sister. I
look forward to becoming actual
relations. Rad.
“HEY YOU,” Bunny blood latte
Diversions guy. Best caramel
macchiato of my life!
“HEY YOU,” I love you mongoose.
“HEY YOU,” Novies! I’d rather
spend a week in the pain cave
with you guys than on some stupid beach on the sun.
“HEY YOU,” haters of the
library talkers, make some friends
to talk to.
“HEY YOU,” Barista “Master” I
wouldn’t mind your Dirty Duke.

“HEY YOU,” tall T/P single
basketball player. Ask her out
already. And clean your room.

“HEY YOU,” ridiculously large
basketball player, you better ask
out that gorgeous 1st floor A/L
girl or we’ll continue to harass
you via Hey Yous!

“HEY YOU,” get naked or die
trying. Am I right? Tell me I’m
right. Tell me! LOL. Sheesh.

“HEY YOU,” Brownfriend, I’ll
share my muffin with you any
day!

“HEY YOU,” Take Back the
Night chanters... you are amazing.

“HEY YOU,” girl in the green
Bond jacket... I want you!

“HEY YOU,” please learn how
to park in the lines so there is
room on both sides of your compensation truck! Thanks!

“HEY YOU,” Sigma Chi pledge
class 2010: way to be awesome!

“HEY YOU,” frisbee kid from
Schiff 3, get a smaller ego, you’re
not that cool.
“HEY YOU,” Gig Harbor with
pretty eyes, still have that girlfriend?

“HEY YOU,” Alpha Phis, steal
and steal and steal! You deserve it!
“HEY YOU,” mama bear, you
brought it out this weekend! p.s.
you’re a tank.
“HEY YOU,” if you like me,
please just tell me.

Join us for

RELAY FOR LIFE OF PUGET SOUND
2010!
*When: April 9-10th from 6:00pm-10:00am
*Where: Peyton Field
*Why: To benefit cancer research, celebrate more birthdays and have a great time!
*What: Free food, a live performance by Hey Marseilles,
games, prizes, raffles, theme laps and fun
For more info, to join a team or to donate
go to:

www.relayforlifeofups.org

• Need a subletter for the summer. 14th and Adams.
$300 a month.
E-mail: lschwartzel@ups.edu
• Subletters needed for the summer! 19th and Lawrence, close to campus. Beautiful, clean house. Approx.
$450/month rent and utilities. Great people, gorgeous
house!
E-mail: ekrieger@ups.edu

Events:
• Come to Cabaret Night, a student-produced musical
theatre revue full of laughter, tears, and excitement.
Featured works include everything from Dr. Horrible’s Sing-along Blog and Songs for a New World to
Les Misérables and Hair...and many more. April 30,
2010, at 8:30 p.m. in Rausch Auditorium. ADMISSION IS FREE
E-mail: upsstagem@pugetsound.edu
• International Cheese and Candy Night, hosted by
the International Club. When: Saturday, April 10 at
4 p.m. Where: Student Diversity Center What: Free
cheese and candy from around the world!
• Hui O Hawai`i’s 40th Annual Lu`au
Saturday, April 17, and it’s going to be a great show this
year! Dinners will be served at 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. in the
Wheelock Student Center, with the show to start at 8
p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse. Tickets are on sale
now in the S.U.B. Prices are as follows:
Puget Sound campus members; General:
Children 5-12 y.o.; Seniors (55+);
Groups 10+:
Dinner Only
$11
$14
Show Only
$8
$11
Dinner & Show
$17
$21
*WA state tax (9.3%) will be added.
** Children 4 y.o. and under enter free.

Questions or to purchase tickets, please come see us
at our ticket table in the Wheelock Student Center or
e-mail us at luautix@pugetsound.edu

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

FISH
TANK
Fri-Thurs: *3:15, 8:10

(NR)

* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 3:15pm showing

CHLOE

(R)

Fri: 1:50, 4:10, 6:30, 8:45

Sat/Sun: 11:45a, 1:50, 4:10, 6:30, 8:45

Mon: 1:50, 4:10, 6:30, 8:45
Tues: 1:50, 4:10
Wed/Thurs: 1:50, 4:10, 6:30, 8:45

SWEETGRASS
Fri-Thurs: 1:00, 6:00

(NR)

THE GHOST WRITER

(PG-13)

Fri-Sun: 12:45, 3:30, 6:15, 9:00
Mon-Wed: 3:30, 6:15, 9:00
Thurs: 12:45, 3:30, 6:15, 9:00

THE LAST STATION
Fri: 2:00, 6:50
Sat/Sun: 11:30a, 2:00, 6:50
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 6:50

CRAZY HEART

(R)

Fri-Thurs: 4:25, 9:10

www.GrandCinema.com

(R)
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By JACK TODD
Whether or not a meal plan saves
money over using cash is a debate
often held by Puget Sound students.
Many argue one side or the other,
and some even argue that there is
only a negligible difference between
the two. Here at Puget Sound anyone
who lives on campus must purchase a
meal plan. At least 800 students who
live off campus, however, do make
the choice to purchase a meal plan.
For those who have a choice in the
matter, is purchasing a meal plan a
good decision?
According to the Dining and Conference Services mission statement,
“Food is priced at the wholesale cost
of the food items. The method of pricing is used to enhance the students’

educational experience by helping
the students learn more about the
cost of foods and how to budget food
expenses.”
“I’ve been here a long time,” said
Steven Davis, Assistant Director of
Dining and Conference Services.
“We try to relate the price to the cost
of the ingredients it takes to prepare
the food.”
“One penny equals one point. One
dollar equals 100 points,” said Davis.
However, when purchasing a
meal plan, all students pay a flat rate
of $1,507 for their plan (except for
off-campus students, who only pay
$619). After which, points are purchased at a $1 to 100 point rate. Nachos in the S.U.B. cost 102 points or
$2.78 in cash. On the surface it seems
that points would be a better deal, but

this is only if you do not consider the
$1,507 fee that goes along with a meal
plan.
Take my favorite burrito, for instance, stuffed with different fillers which a grand total of 185 points
from my meager 52,300 purchased
with the “Medium” plan. Under a $1
to 100 point conversion this would
seem to be a great deal.
As it turns out, however, these 185
points cost me $7.18 when purchasing the plan at the beginning of the
semester because meal plans cost
$1,507 plus the points. When I pay
with cash, it costs $5.30.
If one night you decide you want to
buy a large pizza from The Cellar, you
are going to end up spending $10.98 if
you pay in cash. If you decide to buy
a pizza from the Cellar and you have

a “light” meal plan, however, you are
going to be spending a much larger
sum on your pizza than you would
had you just used cash.
After purchasing the “Off-campus”
meal plan, one dollar of the price you
pay is worth approximately 24 points.
So for those with the “light” meal
plan, you are students pay upwards of
$43 for a pizza from the Cellar.
Consider the following as well:
with the “Mega” meal plan, one dollar is worth approximately 32 points.
If one night you decide to buy a large
pizza from the Cellar, you are going
to spend 1037 of those 71,200 points
for which you pay $2,219. The pizza
that you are going to buy is worth
$32.32 of the $2,219 that is spent on
the plan.
In other words, the large Cellar

pizza that you buy with your points
ranges anywhere $32 to $43, depending on what plan you have.
A full order of cheese sticks costs
between $12.59 and $16.93 of the
price of your plan while they only
cost $4.75 if you buy them with cash.
A full bowl of ice cream, which
costs $2.50 to buy, is worth between
$6.61 and $8.88 in meal plan dollars.
According to Murray Stopherd,
Director of Dining and Conference
Services, “the pricing when you go
into the cafes and the Cellar is a different pricing mechanism than it is
in the Diner. Your meal plan will go
much farther with the Diner.”
“It’s convoluted, but because we
have the kind of meal plan that we
see POINTS page 7

L o o k i n g at t h e data : M e a l p l a n s o r c a sh ?

point/$ ratio point/$ ratio
(-meal plan fee)
23.86
100
22.96
100
25.73
100
29.91
100
32.09
100

601.20
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00

$3,500.00

$3,250.00

$3,000.00

$2,750.00

$2,500.00

0.00
$2,219.00

19400
44900
52300
64300
71200

600.00

$2,150.00

Points

700.00

$2,030.00

Oﬀ campus
Light
Medium
Hearty
Mega

Cost
(+meal plan fee)
$
813.00
$
1,956.00
$
2,030.00
$
2,150.00
$
2,219.00

800.00

$1,956.00

Meal Plan

900.00

# of Mochas Purchased

When The Trail went through the Diner, Diversions Cafe and the Cellar we were unable to find a single item where
the point value of the item was cheaper or even comparable to the cash value of the item. While some items performed
more favorably than others, cash was still observed to be a better deal in every case examined regardless of the meal plan
being used in the calculation.
There exists a point at which points do become a better value than cash. The more points a student buys, the better
the conversion ratio. However, there was not a single item examined by The Trail where the number of points offered
by even the largest meal plan attained this favorable ratio. In a dramatic case of large pizzas from the Cellar, a student
would have to purchase at least $10,000 worth of points on a meal plan before pizzas would become a better deal when
purchased with points. Even the less dramatic cases, like chicken strips from the S.U.B. would still require students to
purchase about $100 above the largest meal plan offered by the school in order to be equivalent to the cash value.
Below is a table of the point-to-dollar ratio under the current plans as well as a sampling of the value of items in different eateries around campus in their real cash values.

$ paid to school

1037
510
297
212
55
136
196
131
310
249
209

Campus Cash Light Plan Mega
(UPS members)
45.17 $
$
10.98 $
$
5.40 $
22.64 $
$
3.15 $
12.98 $
$
2.25 $
9.23 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.00
2.45
3.53
2.37
5.58
4.49
3.76

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.40
5.92
8.54
5.71
13.50
10.84
9.10

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Oﬀ Campus
32.31
16.20
9.29
6.61

$
$
$
$

43.46
21.79
12.49
8.89

1.71
4.24
6.11
4.08
9.66
7.76
6.51

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.31
5.70
8.21
5.49
12.99
10.44
8.76

800.00
700.00
600.00
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

3.18
4.18
4.61
5.61
3.68
3.46

$
$
$
$
$
$

4.27
5.62
6.20
7.54
4.95
4.65

# of Chicken strips with meal plan

$3,000.00

4.44
5.84
6.45
7.84
5.14
4.83

$2,750.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

$2,500.00

2.78
3.64
4.05
4.91
3.21
3.02

$2,219.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

$2,150.00

102
134
148
180
118
111

$2,030.00

0.00
$1,956.00

Diner
Nachos
Hamburger
Garden burger
Chicken Strips
Turkey Sandwich
Szechuan Chicken

Points

# of mochas without meal plan

900.00

# of Chicken Strips Purchased

Current meal plan value
Menu value
Cellar
Large Pizza
Calzone
Bread Sticks
Ice Cream Bowl
Diversions Café
20oz coﬀee
20 oz italian soda
20 oz Chai
20 oz Hot Chocolate
20 oz Machiatto add Caramel
20 oz Mocha
20 oz Latte w/o ﬂavoring

# of mochas with meal plan

$ paid to school
# of chicken strips without meal plan

Data compiled from DCS website and campus eateries/The Trail
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New policy changes how students gain access to the Internet

This year Technology Services implemented changes for student network access.
By ANDY GALBRAITH

T

echnology is found everywhere on the Puget Sound
campus. With wireless Internet connections throughout
the campus’ academic and residential facilities, the

campus network is a tool used daily by many students. Finding
the best way to manage and maintain this often complicated
network is the challenging task faced by the Technology Services
department.
This year, changes have begun to
be made to the policies employed
by Technology Services in an effort
to improve students’ experiences.
The methods used to monitor who
has access to the network have been
overhauled recently in ways that
will hopefully make the interactions of the student with the network much simpler and easier.
Technology Services also began
to slowly roll out a new network authentication system that will eventually cover the whole campus.
Authentication is the process
through which students are required to log in with their school
usernames and passwords before
being granted access to the Internet, and is an attempt to regulate
who has access to the campus network and to maintain the network’s
security. AutoReg, the old system
used to authenticate, was an open
source authentication system.
It required the registration of the
MAC address of a user’s device as
well as a one-time scan of the computer to make sure it was virus free.
After that, users were able to connect freely to the Internet after entering their login information.
At the start of this year, however, AutoReg was swapped out in the
residential facilities for a new system called Safe Connect which is
being licensed to the school through
Impulse.
The Safe Connect client requires
students to install a policy key on
their computers before any access
to the network is granted. Every
time the user connects to the internet, the policy key scans the computer and verifies whether or not
the device is compliant with University specific policies that are defined by the Technology Services
department.

Points

continued FROM page 6

have there are some complexities to
it,” said Stopherd. “There are actually
two pieces to it. There are the points
that you purchase and then the rest of
the meal plan, which is actually about
two-thirds of the plan. It pays for all
the other costs involved in running
the Diner.”
Stopherd expressed this point with
a restaurant analogy. Imagine you go
to a restaurant and see a menu item
for $18. About six of those dollars are
going to go to the food you are actually eating. The other $12 you pay actually goes toward the chef, the help
and the preparation involved in the
meal.
“We’re doing approximately the
same thing with the operating fee,”
said Stopherd.
The point system, as previously stated, is meant to “help students
learn more about the cost of foods
and how to budget food expenses.” If
you keep going to the Cellar every
night to get a large pizza, it’s likely
that you will run out of points before the end of the semester.
According to Stopherd, “In the
Diner it should be a wash.”

It checks for the presence of upto-date virus software and the latest
Windows Updates.
It also checks to make sure that
there is no peer-to-peer software
running. After the scan, the user
can log in and is free to explore the
web.
So, then, why the switch? AutoReg required students to re-authenticate their connections after only 10 minutes of idleness to
maintain security.
However, campus residents have
long been expressing frustration at
the frequency with which they were
required to re-authenticate their
connection.
The frequency of re-authentication has been reduced under Safe
Connect.
Another reason for the switch to
Safe Connect is that it made gaining access for non-computing devices like iPhones and Xbox 360s
much simpler. Under the AutoReg
system, students could only have
two devices on the network at one
time, and the MAC addresses of
both devices had to be registered
with Technology Services.
Locating MAC addresses on
many smaller electronics and video game consoles proved difficult,
making the registration process
slow and complicated.
Under Safe Connect, there is no
limit to the number of devices a
student can have on the network,
and they do not have to be manually registered.
Safe Connect also provides a
much stronger virus protection element. AutoReg required only a onetime scan to make sure some sort of
anti-virus software was installed.
Afterward, there was no way to
monitor if the software was turned
on and updated. Safe Connect per-

Office of Communications/Ross Mulhausen

Network Security: Technology Services looks to balance
privacy concerns while keeping the network safe.

“All we really care about is
that the machine connecting
to network is as safe as
possible”

—David Hamway

forms a scan every time a user accesses the Internet to make sure virus software is installed, running
and updated. Virus software is provided free of charge to students by
the University in order to facilitate
network compliance.
“I did not like the idea of having

to install a program on my computer just to get on the Internet,” said
one Puget Sound student. “Knowing that it scans my computer for
all these programs feels a little too
invasive. It makes me wonder what
else the program can do, and who
the information is really going out
to.”
Others have had issues gaining
access to the network even after installing the policy key. In some cases, students who are fully compliant
with all requirements still occasionally find themselves blocked
from accessing the network. One
student was blocked for supposedly having a peer-to-peer file shar-

ing program open, but it turned out
that she not only didn’t have such a
program running, but did not even
know what peer-to-peer file sharing was.
Though there are glitches, they
are far less widespread than under
AutoReg, and thanks to the improved help desk service, they are
generally resolved quickly.
“All we really care about is that
the machine connecting to the network is as safe as possible,” said David Hamwey, Puget Sound’s Network Manager. “With AutoReg, no
one knew if you ran your virus software after the initial first scan. The
goal is to reduce network vulnerabilities. It is difficult at a university, because you have so many people coming and going all the time.
We’re not interested in restricting
people, we want to make sure that
we don’t have opportunities for intrusions into the network. Safe Connect works well because we don’t
have to worry about how many devices you have on or what OS you’re
using, and game systems without a
browser are allowed on with no restrictions at all. And now we don’t
have to worry as much about getting a virus from somewhere on
our own network, or about outside
intrusions into private information
or sending it off to Timbuktu somewhere on the web.”
Though some users object to certain aspects of Safe Connect, the
presence of some isolated issues
with any system is inevitable. On a
university campus, cyber security is
a serious issue.
If it went uncontrolled, a virus
could spread quickly, leaving many
without the use of their computers.
Some sort of protection is necessary
to protect network users.
Safe Connect is still relatively
new and has only limited deployment. Coverage is scheduled to be
extended to the rest of campus by
next fall.
With time and experience, many
of the issues that have come up over
the past year will likely be resolved
permanently, leaving students with
a much more pleasant and userfriendly web experience than AutoReg would have allowed.
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Republicans still pissed at idea of 40 million joining elite health club
By JORDAN TENTENT
For many Republicans, this year’s
Easter festivities were tainted by the
still lingering prospect of the nation’s millions of uninsured joining
their special health club.
Many did not even celebrate with
their families, but instead cloistered
themselves in backroom private
circles to continue brainstorming
plans to debunk the reforms passed
nearly four weeks ago in Congress.
We called Pierce County GOP
spokesman, Fred Cantwell, to see
how Republicans are dealing with
the inevitable changes.
“We don’t wanna let ‘em in! We
have worked hard for our health
care, and really hard to keep it private. Every time I get sick I have to
drive my SUV all the way from the
Proctor District to my clinic. The gas
money adds up, especially when the
line at the Starbucks drive-through
is long. Do poor people have SUVs?
No, they don’t, so they won’t ever
know how hard it is. Their presence
in the club defies the very tenets
it is based on. We believe primarily in the rights of life, liberty and

keeping poor people off our property. But now they will be all over
the place in our clinics, bringing
their real diseases and injuries near
our children with tummy aches,”
Cantwell ranted.
At this point in the telephone
interview Cantwell’s phone cut

out, most likely due to the profuse
amount of saliva he was projecting
into the receiver.
Cantwell and other local Republicans have been broadcasting their
dissent publicly over the past few
weeks as well. Some of their regular methods include posts on Face-

book and Twitter followed by multiple exclamation marks, public
service announcements on conservative talk radio and country western stations, and public displays of
foot stomping tantrums.
Republican legislators have done
little to deter these acts, as they
apparently have no better tactics
of their own. Similar displays of
stomping and spitting have been
demonstrated at random intervals
on the House floor over the past
few weeks.
Any attempts to create real legislation to subvert the reforms have
quickly devolved into ridiculousness.
Newly appointed senator Scott
Brown (R-Mass.) put forth the following statement last week:
“We cannot let the Democrats’
victory stop us from making democracy work for us. It was only
a vote, and that hasn’t stopped us
from doing what we want in the
past, so why stop now? We need to
rally support for an appeal immediately. Make phone calls, send emails, talk to each other, and then
meet me tomorrow around lunch-

time in my tree fort, and somebody bring me a Lunchables with
ham. And don’t tell any Democrats, ‘cause they will just use their
big fancy words and try to trick us
into doing something our parents
wouldn’t like. And last time, my
dad spanked me on account of that.
And so somebody should make a
big sign saying ‘stay out’ we can put
on the door. And…”
Senator Brown went on for another twenty minutes making demands and suggestions concerning
this meeting, while one of his aides
took notes on a roll of toilet paper.
The meeting the following day
in Brown’s tree fort resulted in a renewed spirit of resolve to destroy
the health care reforms at any cost.
To cement this commitment,
Brown led his colleagues in a twenty minute oath outlining basic ways
to keep President Obama from
achieving anything that would merit a re-election in 2012.
Brown ended the meeting with a
gesture by passing out “Lucky locks”
of Ronald Reagan’s facial hair shavings from his personal collection.

Adult theatre undergoes conversion, seats unsalvageable I believe in global warming just as
By ELIZABETH PO
The Mecca Theatre in downtown Tacoma has a mixed history.
The kinds of movies that used to be
shown there were a bit on the unsavory side, drawing a crowd of lonely
men and politicians. Recently, however, the Mecca has been given a
makeover. Gold From Straw Theatre
Company has converted the Mecca
into a place where a more highbrow
crowd will be drawn. The new theatre will perform such award winning plays as “Doubt,” but some of
the required cleanup deserves an
award of a different kind.
“Lots of disinfectant,” Gold From
Straw’s head of cleanup operations
Nigel Hornfeather said.

“It began with the scraping, putty knives, shovels, and fingernails
barely made a dent in the dried and
hardened um...mess. We switched
over to solvents, but then we had a
dripping and pooling problem. Boy
did I feel bad for the guy on sponge
duty that day,” Hornfeather added.
Gold From Straw did its best to
retain some of the charm of the old
theatre, but in some cases cleanliness forced their hand. “The seats,
oh the seats. We did our best, we
really did. Steam cleaning, buckets
of upholstery cleaner and Febreze
were all for naught. The seats were
absolutely unsalvageable. I mean,
would you want to sit in them?”
In the local community, there is
some confusion as to what has been
going on at the Mecca. Some people

are unable to understand that the
theatre will be changing its image.
“‘Doubt,’ huh? Sounds hot,” Carl
James said as he stood on the other
side of the street from an elementary school with trench coat on, and
box of Sour Patch Kids in his arms.
“I hear there are nuns and stuff
in it. I love costumes. Ha, ‘Doubt,’
more like doubt I’ll be able to make
it through half the movie without
blowing my um...catechism.”
Nobody can say whether or not
the Mecca will be able to shed its
sticky and crusty image for one
more refined and family-friendly.
Can any amount of scrubbing
clean up its reputation, at least
enough for groups like Gold From
Straw to blow their artistic load?

Student’s new beard big hit at Friday’s party
“What’s his name? Seth?
Yeah, we all thought that
kid was pretty weird before,
but I guess he’s kind of cool
now.”
—Local Teen

PHOTO COURTESY/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Voila: Seth’s weeks of patient
care paid off big last Friday.

By ROLAND CANNA
Puget Sound sophomore Seth
Benson unveiled his highly anticipated new beard at a small house
party last Friday evening, and so far
the response has been highly positive.
Benson, a recently declared Philosophy and Classics double major,
began work on this latest batch of
facial hair nearly six weeks ago, and
said he was very excited to finally

share it with the public.
“While I don’t usually take much
stock in what the critics say, I
couldn’t help feeling a little proud
this time around,” Benson said. “I
think I’ve really created a dynamic
and innovative design on this one
and I’m happy that people are finally starting to recognize my art and
the work that goes into it.”
Benson admits he was nervous
the night of his beard’s debut because he had spent much of the
past month in seclusion. Many of
his classmates recall noting his absence.
“After about the second week, we
knew Seth was onto something really big,” fellow Classics major Eric
Dourtson said. “When he stopped
coming to class, we all got really excited. We knew he was working on
something special this time.”
Many of those attending the party on Friday were unaware that the
location would be used for Benson’s
unveiling.
When the new beard arrived, the

response from the party-goers was
overwhelmingly positive.
“Yeah, the beard is pretty good,”
one young man holding a half-bottle of Brut champagne said. “Beards
are awesome. What’s his name?
Seth? Yeah, we all thought that kid
was pretty weird before, but I guess
he’s kind of cool now.”
Amid the strong public reaction,
female response to the new beard
remains somewhat mixed. While
several young women at the party indicated a strong liking of Benson’s new work, others gave a more
tepid response.
“I’m just not that into facial hair,”
Puget Sound junior Anita Halier
said. “Remember Legolas from
Lord of the Rings? Orlando Bloom,
right? That’s sort of my ideal man
right there; nice and clean.”
As things begin to calm down for
Benson, the student says he’s now
excited to try debuting his masterpiece at the local Safeway.
“All my friends say it totally
makes me look 21,” Benson said,
“and I think I’m going to put this
baby to the test and see if I can’t
walk out with a case of Mike’s Hard
Lemonade!”
Benson asked us to give a special
thanks to the Gillette company for
making his beard vision a reality.
Without their Mach III blade technology, he might not have achieved
the important contrast between
bearded chin and smooth cheeks.

much as I believe in Santa Claus!
By BING SANDLER
As a lot of you have probably noticed, there is a lot of controversy
about global warming. Some people
refuse to believe that global warming is a real issue, and the majority of Americans are headed in the
wrong direction.
It is time for me to conclusively
state that the likelihood of global
warming is akin to the existence of
Santa Claus — very likely.
There are few things in this world
that are as concrete as the direct effects of global warming, the overwhelming biochemical evidence behind the mass heating of the earth,
and the existence of Santa Claus.
First and foremost, how did all
the presents get there if my parents
were asleep the whole night? In a
world that depends on Third World
countries to create First World profit, my parents told me that they certainly couldn’t afford to buy me a
Nintendo Wii, but as sure as the de-

clining migratory patterns of the
Eastern Swallow, there was a brand
spanking new Nintendo under the
tree last Christmas. Explain that.
In addition to the rising scientific outcry supporting thousands of
studies concerning the mass oceanic heat increase, why were the
cookies half eaten, and where did
the carrots for the reindeer go? I ask
you, where?
Finally, if you compound the average rate of melting of the polar ice
caps with the decline in Santa Claus
believers, global warming seems to
leave Santa in grave danger of a loss
of his workshop.
Hundreds of Elvin-based jobs
could be lost, and still people refuse
to believe in global warming.
The heartlessness of the world’s
population is almost as tangible as
the presents under my tree, and I
am ashamed that some people can
be so shortsighted.

THE TRAIL/HALLIE BATEMAN
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Lacrosse blows through midwest for three more wins
By ELIZABETH BUTT
The women’s lacrosse team came
back with three wins after a midwest trip to Wisconsin and Illinois
last week, bringing their current record to 8-2 with four straight wins.
The loggers kicked off their trip
in style with a 14-11 comeback win
over the Trine Thunder of Angola, Ind. Trine came out strong and
caught the Loggers off guard, pulling ahead for a 9-3 lead at halftime.
Coming out of the half the Thunder were able to get one more goal
up on the Loggers, extending their
lead to 10-3 before Puget Sound
went on a seven goal run to tie up
the game at ten.
Trine was only able to answer
with a single goal before the Loggers ended it with three more.
Freshman Julia Schulman (Durham, N.C.) led the scoring effort
for the Loggers, putting six goals
in the net while Junior Sofia Lama
(Laguna Niguel, Calif.) added three
to lift the Loggers.
“The comeback win against Trine
gave the team great confidence for
the rest of the trip,” assistant coach
Carrie Sabochik said
That confidence may be the reason the Loggers didn’t leave any
questions in their second two games
of the trip as they came out strong
and lead early in each game.
In Naperville, Illinois, NorthCentral pulled back within three
goals to a halftime score of 9-6 before the Loggers took it away for
good in the second half, playing to

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ABBY KAUFMAN

Road Warriors: The Lacrosse team is keeping on pace to have another top flight season in 2010.

their strengths with a strong transition and midfield to go on a 5-0
run before ending their second
road game 20-10.
It was also a balanced effort on
attack for the Loggers with seven players putting in goals, which
Sabochik pointed to as an important aspect of the game.
In their final game of the Midwestern series the Loggers were
consistent all over the field, playing strong against Carthage of
Kenosha, Wis. to bring home their
third victory 17-8.
The Loggers went into halftime up by seven goals at 11-4 and
strengthened their lead before the
game finished.
They were led by Julia Schulman
who had six goals for the Loggers,
while freshman Jessica McDonald
(Portland, Ore.) and Lama each
added three.
Junior goalie Ana Calciano
(Farmington, Conn.) played all
three games for the Loggers and
had a 57% save percentage to help
secure the victories.
Coming back from the Midwest trip with three wins the Loggers are hoping they can bring that
momentum into the final stretch of
their season as they play their last
three games at home over the next
couple weeks.
“We came back from the midwest fired up and ready to showcase our skills on our home turf
and show Puget Sound and the rest
of the northwest what Logger lacrosse is all about,” Calciano said.

Baseball in dog days of Northwest Conference schedule
By HANNAH CHASE

“Overall I feel like our team is
more talented than last year but
Tacoma’s strong winds and recent we have not shown this through
rain that Tacoma has been experi- the statistics. I do not know if this
encing caused delay in Northwest is because we are tentative or what
Conference play for Loggers base- but we have had many close losses
ball. The three-game set against which are hard to rebound from,”
Linfield scheduled to begin April 2 said senior Mark Rockey.
was moved back to begin on April
The second game of the season
3 with a doubleheader.
also ended with a loss. After holdThe first game of the series end- ing a 2-0 lead after one inning, the
ed with an 11-8 win for Linfield but Loggers were defeated by Linfield
the Loggers battled for the win un- after they made five runs in the top
til the end. At the top of the fifth of the second and two runs in the
Linfield led 4-0 but the Loggers third, fourth and fifth. The game
challenged with two runs at the ended at the bottom of the seventh
bottom of the inning.
with no outs.
At the top of sixth Linfield scored
The Loggers will travel to Orefive unearned runs that pushed gon this weekend to take on George
their lead to 9-2. Linfield collected Fox on April 10 and April 11. The
two more runs in the seventh but Loggers will return home on April
the Loggers
17
when
aggressively
they face off
responded.
against Pacif“If we play our best baseball
The Loggers
ic Lutheran.
every day, we will match up
scored six
Hop efulruns in five
ly, the team
against anyone. With our
hits at the
will come toconference being pretty wide
bottom of
gether and
open this year the possibilities
the seventh
show its true
inning.
potential in
are endless for us.”
Dakothe next few
—Mark Rockey games. It is
ta
Resnik
(B ellethe goal of
vue, Wash./
the team to
Newport) hit a two RBI single win as many games as possible, and
which scored Will Mentor (Se- according to the team, the goal is
attle, Wash./Seattle Prep) and Ja- within reach.
son Powell (Seattle, Wash./ Seattle
“If play our best baseball evPrep.). This brought the Loggers to ery day, we will match up against
within three runs of Linfield. Nei- anyone. With our conference bether team pushed in another run ing pretty wide open this year the
during the remainder of the game. possibilities are endless for us. As
Senior pitcher Tim Fogarty (Paci- I stated before we have not put all
fica, Calif./ Sacred Heart Prep.) al- of the pieces together yet in a game
lowed for four runs on seven hits which once we do, we will be a hard
with three strikeouts in the five in- team to beat,” Rockey said.
nings he pitched. Compared to an
With only a few weeks remainERA average of 4.52 in the 2009 ing in the season, it is up to the
season, Fogarty’s record this sea- Loggers to create the type of season is not improving as expected son they expected when the first
by Logger baseball fans. Although pitch was thrown back in February.
statistics prove daunting, the team, With four weeks remaining, they
has shown promise.
still can.
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Looking Forward: The baseball team is trying to finish 2010 on a strong note after recent struggles.
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Hodge on pace for record breaking year on links
By BRIAN WALKER

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/DREW LEVIN

Big Swing: The Logger golf team is looking to make a big impact on the Northwest Conference.

Puget Sound senior Jordan
Hodge (Tucson, Ariz.) has been
shooting for the record books from
the very beginning of the 20092010 golf season.
So far, Hodge has steadily moved
within striking distance of several
school records that have stood for
the better part of a decade. With
three top five finishes, two first
place and one second place, Hodge
is only two solid tournaments from
tying the record for single season
top five finishes.
Additionally, Hodge is wellahead of pace to break the records
for both single season and career
scoring average, and finally, his
single round score of 70 earlier this
season was just two strokes off the
record low 68.
All of these are notable achievements in a sport generally valued for its focus on individuality.
It should be noted also, however,
that Hodge’s top-tier performances
has helped the Logger golf team to
several respectable finishes on the
team scoreboard.
At the Loggers last competition,
the PLU Invitational on March
27 and 28, three other Northwest
Conference opponents were in attendance. Puget Sound finished
ahead of PLU and George Fox and
second behind Pacific University
by just three total strokes.
Hodge’s performance was instrumental in securing second place
for the Loggers. Even more impressive is Hodge’s placing ahead
of five competitors that had previously out-performed him at the
NWC Fall Classic, the tournament
by which conference standings are
determined.
Among these opponents was Pacific golfer Max Bonk, whose Fall
Classic performance earned him
second place overall in the con-

ference. At the time Bonk finished
twelve strokes ahead of then-eighteenth-place Jordan Hodge. After
the PLU Invitational Hodge had
turned the tables; he beat Bonk by
three strokes.
With such marked improvement, it is no wonder that Hodge
has recently be vying for top spots,
both at tournaments and in Puget
Sound golf history.
If nothing else, the PLU Invitational gave weight to the notion
that Puget Sound’s season will go as
far as Hodge can take it. The pieces are all in place. A group of senior role-players and underclassmen stand-outs could be the cast
that Puget Sound needs to perform
some interesting upsets.
The Loggers have already shown
they can seriously challenge powerhouse NWC teams this season.
Close battles with Linfield and Pacific at earlier tournaments are testament to the Loggers’ potential.
All that is needed is for everyone to
continue playing solid golf.
Unfortunately, Puget Sound’s attempts to usurp conference-leading
teams were halted last week when
the NWC “North” Classic was cancelled. The tournament would have
matched the Loggers against second place Whitworth and the three
Pirate golfers that placed in the top
ten last fall.
With the cancellation went the
Logger’s last chance to compete
before the Spring Classic and the
Northwest Conference Tournament. Although just one tournament, it may be enough to throw a
wrench in the aspirations of everyone who is pulling for the senior
to leave his mark on the program,
as well as contributing to the team
score that will hopefully get Puget
Sound out to nationals.
All that Hodge and the Loggers
can do now is practice and wait for
their shot, long though it may be.
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Loggers battle Mother Nature at
Shotwell Invitational in Tacoma

By DAVID SKOLNIK

Despite a day where Mother Nature proved just how unpredictable
she can make Northwest weather,
the Puget Sound Track and Field
team put on a strong performance
Saturday as they hosted the JD
Shotwell Invitational.
The meet featured teams from all
over Washington and Oregon including Western Washington, Seattle Pacific, Central Washington,
PLU and Lewis & Clark. Concordia-Moorhead even traveled all the
way from Minnesota to take part in
the meet.
At the end of the day the Loggers
were wet and worn out but had
held their own against some of the
stiffest competition they will face

all season.
Senior
Caitlin
McGrane
(Colville, Wash.) continued her
stellar senior season by running a
season best in the 800m, finishing
third with a time of 2:22.23.
Junior Hayley Walker (Cambria,
Calif.), who has enjoyed a breakout
season so far this year, broke the
five minute barrier in the 1500m
run for the first time this year, taking seventh in a deep field with a
time of 4:59.08.
Other notable performances on
the women’s side included a second place finish in the 300m steeple chase by freshman Carrie Keith
(Erie, Colo.), a season best in the
4x100m relay and an impressive
second place finish in the 4x400m
relay.

On the men’s side, sophomore
Wiley Putnam (Seattle, Wash.) finished fifth in the 400m run, clocking a NWC qualifying time of
51.01.
Sophomore Robert Snowden
(Eugene, Ore.) flirted with a sub-2
minute 800m run, finishing second
in 2:01.00.
Western Washington claimed
the team titles for both men and
women. Holding off Seattle Pacific on the women’s side and Central
Washington on the men’s side.
The Logger women finished
sixth in the team standings with 53
points, while the men finished seventh with 34 points.
The team will travel to Forest
Grove, Ore. next Saturday for the
Pacific Luau Invitational.
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Anime
review site
offers many
perspectives
By DAVID LEV
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Graphics: “A Concise History of Northwest Art,” a current exhibition at the Tacoma Art Museum, is a nice addition to the works on display.

Tacoma Art Museum exhibits NW art
By SID GAINES
The Tacoma Art Museum’s
current exhibit, “A Concise History of Northwest Art,” is a journey through history that looks at
the development and change of
art trends in the Northwest.
The exhibit as created and
written by the curators explores
the “rich and complex” and posits such questions as, “How have
the unique characteristics of this
region shaped the work of artists? What influence have national and international trends

had on Northwest art?”
The magnitude and scope of
the exhibit is far from concise.
Beginning with Michael Brophy’s
stark portrayal of a Northwestern landscape in “1960,” the exhibit takes on a new dismal experience.
Brophy “is often considered
the quintessential Northwest
artist. His decades-long focus
and wry approach to the people,
landscape and history of the region,” the curators write.
Fast forward to the end of the
exhibit and you are standing in

front of a massive canvas featuring a young teenage girl standing
starkly in front of a chalkboard
with a red ribbon in her hair.
The chalkboard counts the number of deaths in each American
war. This is the scene that artist
Bo Bartlett portrays in “History
202.”
Bartlett’s realist art with modern visions is not the capstone of
a concise history of the Northwest; rather, it brings it into
modern global and international
terms with the last painting.
The exhibit is not only a his-

tory of the Northwest, but becomes a thought-provoking inquiry into history and art trends
in general.
“A Concise History of Northwest Art” will be on display
through May 23. Admission to
the museum is free on the third
Thursday of each month and regular student admission is $8 on
all other days that the museum is
open (Wednesday-Sunday).
Go immerse yourself in the regional and leave with a new understanding of international art
consciousness.

Japanese animation, or anime, is growing increasingly more popular in the United
States. Possessing a very different style than western animation, anime often seems fresh
and new. And with English language dubs, getting into anime
is easier than ever.
But there is still one problem:
which anime are worth your
precious time? Although many
anime series are fairly short,
telling an entire story in 11 to 24
episodes, there are others that
go on for hundreds upon hundreds of episodes.
And, given the incredible diversity of genres present in anime, there is a definite possibility that you may select a series
targeted either to very small
children or to perverts.
This is where review sites
come in, providing relatively
brief summaries that will give
you a good idea of what you are
getting yourself into before you
sink time or money into them.
The Desu Desu Brigade is
a website that gives thorough
reviews that are also fun to
watch.
The Brigade is made up of four
reviewers, plus a fifth contributor, Malakye, who produces videos that revolve around more
of otaku (as fans of anime are
called) culture. Each one has a
different shtick or style and covers a wide variety of shows.
see ANIME page 12

Seniors prepare to perform compilation of works, recitals
By MELANIE REIFF
This month, University of Puget
Sound music students will put on
numerous solo and joint recitals.
Recitals are a major requirement
for all performance majors in their
junior and senior years and are encouraged for non-performance majors. Performers will either put on
a half recital of 30 minutes or a full
recital of 60 minutes in which they
showcase what they have learned in
music thus far.
“I absolutely love performing and
captivating an audience, so naturally I am very excited to perform.
I also am grateful that I have the
opportunity to show others what I
have accomplished. In addition, the
more performing opportunities I
have, the more prepared I will be to
enter the world of entertainment,”
said junior vocal performance major Audra De Laveaga.
De Laveaga’s recital will include

a variety of vocal works from different genres, including French Impressionist, early German Romantic, late Italian Romantic, Classical
and Musical Theater.
The program includes works in
Italian, German, French and English, showcasing De Laveaga’s skill
in different styles and languages.
De Laveaga’s recital will be Sunday,
April 11 at 2 p.m.
Senior music education major
Jessica Harris decided to give a recital outside of her requirements as
a music education major.
“I decided to do a recital because
I wanted to give myself a challenge during my senior year and try
to sum up everything that I have
learned from studying the tuba for
four years. During my freshman
year I never would have imagined
myself doing a recital and playing at
the level that I play now so I am excited to celebrate that achievement,”
said Harris.

Harris will be performing three
pieces on the tuba: a transcription
of a Handel bass aria titled “Honor
and Arms,” a trombone piece called
“Morceau Symphonique” by Felix Alexandre Guilmant that Harris
will perform down an octave, and
“Suite for Unaccompanied Tuba” by
Walter Hartley, which is a modern
piece.
Harris’ recital will take place Saturday, April 24 at 7:30 p.m.
All three performers encourage
students from across campus to attend recitals. “People should come
to recitals if they love and want to
support the person who is performing. Putting on a recital is a lot of
work and time dedication and they
are representations of how the performer has developed,” said Harris.
Beginning the weekend of April
3, there are at least two recitals per
weekend until reading period. All
recitals are performed in Schneebeck Concert Hall.
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Tradition: Senior recitals provide a final representation of student work.

Seattle’s unique ‘Wet Spot’ an education in experimental play
By IDA POBEREZOVSKY
If the idea of seeing scantilyclad middle-aged men dancing, being hit on by a novice cross-dresser or passing by men and women
of all sizes being spanked, tied up
or blindfolded terrifies you — then
“The Wet Spot” may not be for
you.

At Seattle’s “Wet Spot,” also
known as the Center for Sex Positive Culture, sex is hardly taboo.
The Center focuses on being open
to all forms of sexuality, be they
orientation, polyamory or a rainbow of assorted kinks. It facilitates
a safe environment for experimental play.
Events are for members or guests

of members only, so none of the
creeps of traditional clubs can enter (there are, of course, days when
people new to the Center can come
and learn about becoming a member).
There are multiple rooms, so you
will never feel trapped among orgies.
You enter the Center via a hall

with a dance floor and a sectionedoff clutter of couches, with people
doing everything from nodding to
the beat to full-on making out (after a while, you discover that public displays of affection are of little
novelty at the Center).
Passing through a labyrinth of
fetishist havens, you reach a quieter
place where people can talk and get

to know each other, munch gummy bears and sip soda; alcohol and
drugs are strictly forbidden on the
premises, creating a funny juxtaposition of the very adult and the very
childish.
The Center is a way to let go of
your inhibitions, to forget the consee WET SPOT page 12
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‘Bug’ begins Senior Theatre Festival
By JENNY TATE
Spring for the University of Puget
Sound means fickle weather, the end
of the year countdown and the Senior Theatre Festival.
The Senior Theatre Festival
(known colloquially as STF) is the
thesis project done by senior theatre
majors. Beginning fall semester, they
met once a week to read and discuss
prospective plays for the festival. By
the end of the semester, four plays
were chosen for production.
Senior theatre majors were able to
decide which show to work on — as
directors, actors, designers and dramaturges. After this original decision process was completed, crew
members were chosen and auditions were held in February to cast
the remaining roles.
STF plays are typically performed
“in the round,” meaning that the
audience sits onstage and the play
takes place within the circle created
by the audience members.
“Bug,” the first of the four shows,
begins tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Norton Clapp Theatre in Jones Hall.
Following performances of the play
will take place on Saturday, April 10
at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The senior
theatre majors involved in this production are director Adam Colton,
set designer Kate Stone, and actors
Caitie Auld and Max Westhelle.
“Bug,” written by playwright Tracy Letts, tells the story of a mentally unstable Gulf War veteran who
holes up with a lonely woman living in a motel room in Oklahoma,
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Creative Thesis: Senior theatre majors use their artistic abilities to put on original shows each week.
where they work to ward off what
appears to be a bug infestation.
Although director Adam Colton and actor Caitie Auld note the
intensity of the material (the play
features coarse language, violence,
blood and gore, smoking, hard drug
use, nudity and intense psychological issues), they maintain that there
is humanity to be found amid the
rubble.
“It’s easy to get lost behind the ve-

neer of crack pipes and hallucinations,” Colton said. “But at its core
it’s about human connection and the
love story between these two people.
The motel room is like a Petri dish
in which to view the human condition.”
For both Colton and Auld, working on “Bug” has been a unique theatrical experience.
For Colton, this is his first time
directing a full length show. And for

Auld, a shoo-in for comedic productions, this was an opportunity
for her to try out her acting chops in
a drama. “It was a good play to sink
my teeth into,” Auld said.
Support the arts, support your
friends, or just enjoy seeing scantily clad actors engage in questionable
activities on stage.
Tickets are $6 for students, faculty, staff and senior citizens, and $8
general admission.

Tacoma Little Theatre presents: ‘Noises Off’
By KRISTA CURRY
“Noises Off,” currently playing at
Tacoma Little Theatre (TLT), is not
my favorite play. I think it’s a play
that would work better as a oneact instead of a three-act. But luckily, not many share my opinion. The
audience at the performance I saw
(including the woman seated next
to me, who enthusiastically repeated the punch lines to herself with
a giggle) didn’t seem to have any
problems with it.
The many jokes in the farce were
incredibly well-received and, for
the most part, well-delivered by the
talented cast of nine. Though long,
TLT’s “Noises Off” is funny and
well-produced.
“Noises Off” is about the cast and
crew of the play “Nothing On.” In
the first act of the play we see the
final dress rehearsal of the show
within the show. In act two, the set

(which is very impressively designed
by Doug Kerr) flips around and we
see the goings on backstage a month
later. At the start of act three the set
flips around once again and we see a
performance of “Nothing On” from
the audience’s perspective near the
end of the show’s run.
The first act of the play is the
strongest and, though a farce, is
not too far removed from an actual rehearsal — the tedium, the actors who think arguing with the director will actually yield results, the
missed cues — anyone who’s ever
had the experience of working on a
play will immediately identify.
The second act becomes confusing: we hear the lines being spoken “on stage,” which is on the other side of the set (see, you’re already
confused), but essentially all of the
important action is communicated
through pantomime, since they are,
after all, in the middle of a play.
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Play: Tacoma Little Theatre performs “Noises Off” until April 25.
There are misunderstandings, a
couple of love triangles, a cactus being used as a weapon … all of this
is truly hilarious, and the actors
pull it off well, but the action sometimes doesn’t feel as perfectly choreographed as it needs to be.
There were a few moments where
nothing is happening besides exasperated sighs, and a few moments
where so much is going on that you
simply can’t follow it all: this leads
to questions like, “Why is he hopping?” and “Why is she trying to
kill her?” Luckily, the actors are
usually talented enough to make us
laugh without thinking too much
about the why.
Of the cast, I particularly enjoyed

Jenifer Rifenbery’s portrayal as the,
to put it kindly, “ditzy” Brooke (her
constant meditation and yoga is
priceless), Chris Johnstone as Frederick and Stephanie C. Nace as the
all-too-perky Belinda. In probably
the juiciest role, Elliot Weiner plays
the drunken Selsdon with relish.
His slow, confused entrance from
the back of the theatre was my personal favorite moment in the show.
“Noises Off” is always funny and
sometimes hilarious, and generally worth the lengthy sitting time.
“Noises Off” plays at TLT until
April 25: Fridays and Saturdays at
7:30 p.m. and Sundays at 2. Tickets
cost $16-$24. Actor’s Benefit performance will be April 24 at 2 p.m.

WET SPOT

gist as I talked to the sort of crowd
that I thought only existed in the
darkest recesses of society. I learned
about what kind of people become
regulars at the Center — it demystified those topics that are taboo in
our society.
Nothing is too weird for the “The
Wet Spot.” Still, you have got to
keep an open mind — or the Center may be too weird for you. Mingling events, as well as sexual edu-

continued FROM page 11

formity that has been so instilled in
us with age.
Even if public orgies or bondage are not your thing (I personally stuck to the dance floor), the
Center is a fascinating place to visit. Being a nerdy college student, I
brought out my inner anthropolo-
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ANIME

continued FROM page 11

JesuOtaku was the first member of the Brigade that I discovered, and is still my favorite.
She is perhaps the most traditional of the reviewers, giving
each show she watches a score
out of four stars and commenting on the art style, vocal talents of both the original Japanese and the dubbed American
voice casts, and plot.
JesuOtaku is also able to separate her own opinion from the
level of technical quality of any
one show, grading down one of
her favorite series, “Trigun,” and
giving a good score to the brilliant but, in her opinion, deeply flawed “Neon Genesis Evangelion.” But her reviews still
have a sense of fun to them, and
she provides snarky comments
both vocally and through red
text she projects on screen. Go
to her first if you want a wellrounded review of the series
you are curious about.
Arkada is also a fairly traditional reviewer, grading series based on a series of criteria
similar to JesuOtaku’s. But he
does not use a numerical grading system, and I get the impression that his personal likes
or dislikes for a show has a bigger part in how good he thinks
a series is.
Arkada’s reviewing persona is
also significantly kookier, wearing a white lab coat and engaging in occasional silliness. He is
a good reviewer for those who
want both a little fun and a fairly professional review.
Professor Otaku is a bit different from the other three: he
does not appear on camera, instead using a crudely animated
drawing of himself as a stand
in, and often punctuates his
remarks with funny pictures
culled from all over the Internet.
Many of Professor Otaku’s
reviews are essentially rants
about series he considers horrible. That said, his reviews do
show that he is an experienced
watcher of anime, which give
his opinions a definite weight.
Finally, Vixen seems to review
more girly anime, but is also
willing to mock a series when
it gets too romantic or maudlin. She also seems the least sarcastic although, considering the
personas of the other reviewers,
that is not saying much. She also
is a bit less professional than the
rest, more willing to throw her
hands up if there are technical
difficulties. However, she is still
fun to watch.
All in all, the videos of the
Desu Desu Brigade offer reviews of an enormous variety
of series. For someone interested in anime, but unsure of what
they want, it is a good place to
explore the medium.

MORE INFO:

To read reviews by the Desu
Desu Brigade, take a look at
their web site:
www.d2brigade.net
cation nights, are some of the more
conventional activities also offered
at the Center.

MORE INFO:

Visit Wet Spot’s website: www.sexpositiveculture.org for more information about upcoming events at
the Center

